Information about tidal flood prone areas is not available for Marin
County ; however, several facilities may be located in flood prone
areas :
FortBaker
Beach/picnic/play area
Pier and improvements for restrooms, fish-cleaning station
(existing structure, new use)
Historic structures adaptively used for food service,
equipment rental (existing structures, new uses)
Fort Cronkhite
Historic structures adaptively used for environmental
education center (existing structures, new uses)
Muir Beach
Picnic area
Stinson Beach
All existing facilities

None of these facilities is expected to harm floodplain natural values
and none is particularly detrimental to human safety, health, or
welfare .
Tsunami run-up may cause some flooding of lower floors,
but building stability is not expected to be affected .
The
structures of concern are either existing as part of previously
developed areas, or are support facilities that will provide for
recreational use of beach and shoreline areas .
Use of existing
historic structures in the flood zone is considered, in spite of their
coastal
locations,
because
of
a
mandate
to utilize historic
structures, because their functions often require a water-oriented
location, and because their use is not hazardous to visitors . For
example, the Haslett Warehouse was acquired to function as a major
visitor information center and maritime museum because of its
location near the popular Fisherman's Wharf and because of its
proximity to the bay, water recreation facilities, and historic ship
collection .
Similarly, the Aquatic Recreation and Education Center
(old Aquatic Park bathhouse building) will house water recreation
and education facilities that require a waterfront location . In the
rehabilitation
of
historic
structures for adaptive uses, the
flood-prone nature of their locations will be taken into account to
decrease the potential for visitor injury . To assure compliance with
Executive Order 11988, the review procedure described in the order
will be followed .
Structural
damage
and
visitor
injury
are
real
possibilities
throughout most -of the park in the event of a major earthquake .
While no new facilities will be built in seismically unstable areas,
existing facilities in Olema Valley lie close to the San Andreas fault
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and could be damaged by activity along the fault .
Whenever work
is undertaken on historic structures to make them suitable for
adaptive uses, they will be brought up to structural standards to
make them more capable of withstanding seismic activity .
Summary
The plan will provide a wide range of high quality recreational,
educational,
and cultural opportunities for local and national
visitors .
Areas in San Francisco and Marin will be cleaned up, new
activities will be provided, access will be increased, and community
service will be stressed .
From the maritime museum at Aquatic
Park in downtown San Francisco, to the windswept beaches of Point
Reyes, the park will provide recreational experiences for a wide
variety of users .
The plan was shaped by careful attention to both existing uses and
public demand for new activities .
Visitor use levels will be
monitored to ensure that overcrowding does not become a problem .
Public transportation to and from park areas, as well as routes and
parking for private autos, will be improved to provide access for all
users .
Information centers will focus on recreational opportunities
in the entire region . Old and unsafe buildings will be torn down,
and rubble will be removed .
Currently unused areas in prime
locations will be rejuvenated and utilized for new activities . These
additions and improvements will greatly enhance visitor experiences
and recreational opportunities in the San Francisco Bay Area .

IMPACTS ON SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
Traffic Congestion and Parking
Traffic along park access roads is often congested on weekends,
especially on the Golden Gate Bridge and Route 1, where traffic
periodically exceeds the roads' capacities . Whether or not the plan
is implemented, recreational traffic will increase ; however, traffic
along certain access roads will increase at a more rapid rate as a
result of the plan .
Periods when traffic is above the capacity of
the Golden Gate Bridge and Route 1 will increase in frequency .
Roads such as Marina Boulevard, Point Lobos Avenue, and Sir
Francis Drake Boulevard, where traffic is presently below the road
capacities, will become more congested and reach their capacities
sooner .
Increased traffic congestion will affect local residents and
commuters who regularly use park access roads by reducing travel
speeds and increasing the number of times they will be ensnarled in
traffic jams .
Planned transit systems will reduce potential traffic
congestion by reducing the number of private cars being driven
through and parked in adjacent communities, but the amount of slow
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moving buses pulling
travel speeds .

in

and

out of traffic

will

also affect road

The traffic congestion problem will be noticeably improved in the
town of Stinson Beach once heavy park traffic is diverted around
the community .
The town will no longer be disturbed by excessive
traffic, . noise,
or
parking
on
public
streets following
the
modification .
There will be a parking deficit on peak use days in the San
Francisco waterfront units, with the largest deficit occurring in the
Aquatic Park/Fort Mason area . The designed parking capacity will
provide for more than 50 percent of peak visitation and will be
adequate most of the time . However, on peak use days the burden
of providing overflow parking will fall on adjacent communities that
may not be willing or able to handle the parking problem . Local
residents will be harassed by competition for parking and illegal
parking in their driveways .
It is expected that peak use periods,
when parking could be a problem along the San Francisco
waterfront, will occur on as many as 25 to 50 days each year ; most
likely on sunny summer weekends or when special events are
planned .
The northern waterfront area can reasonably be examined as a
whole in terms of parking requirements because a shuttle system,
the waterfront beltline railroad, will be available to transport
visitors from their cars to the desired activity area . A total of
4,290 parking spaces will be required between Aquatic Park and
Fort Point on a peak use day, based upon the estimates of the
number of visitors who will arrive by car (see table 15) . This total
figure also assumes that ferry service to Alcatraz and Fort Baker
will
be
provided
at
Fort Mason
and
includes the parking
requirements of ferry users .
There will be only 2,480 spaces
available in the waterfront section of the park and an additional 630
adjacent spaces available outside of the park ; so there will be a
deficit of 1,180 parking spaces .
While this deficit appears large, especially in the Aquatic Park/Fort
Mason area where an additional 1,300 parking spaces would be
required, the impacts on surrounding communities are not expected
to be severe for the following reasons .
Deficits are calculated
based upon peak capacities and assume that all facilities are in
operation at one time, but this will not be the case . For example,
up to 50 percent of the activities in the Fort Mason piers are
scheduled for evening, when outdoor activities will not be taking
place, reducing the amount of parking needed by Fort Mason users
at any one time .
In addition, the period of peak use will be of a
limited frequency and duration--a few hours on 25 to 50 days each
year .
The plan provides for a number of mitigating measures that
will prevent excessive impacts on surrounding communities .
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TABLE 15 . QUANTIFICATION OF TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS
(at one time/peak day)
Existing

Park
Unit

Visitation

Alcatraz
Aquatic Park
Fort Mason
Marina Green
Crissy Field
Fort Point
Baker Beach
Lands End
Cliff House
Ocean Beach
Fort Funston
Marin Headlands
Mount Tamalpais
Olema Valley
Point Reyes

Modal Split Percent
Auto/Transit/Other

300
2,000
1,900
3,400
100
650
950
600
700
2,000
350
1,167
9,334
250
6,720

60/20/20
60/20/20
77/11 .5/11 .5
75/12 .5/12 .5
85/7 .5/7 .5
94/3/3
80/10/10
90/5/5
50/45/5
75/12 .5/12 .5
84/8/8
86/10/4
91/6/3
95/2/3
95/3/2

Parking
Spaces

Parking
(Deficit) Traffic
Surplus (cars)

Transit
(people)

Other
(people)

(60)
60
(290)
375
65
450
400
800
25
25
20
190
(40)
240
325
155
225
110
(250)
470
(45)
90
1,166
314
(504) 2,450
25
75
,720
375

60
400
220
425
10
20
95
30
315
250
30
117
547
5
200

60
400
220
425
10
20
95
30
35
250
30
46
217
8
134

0
85
514
1,200
50
210
200
480
335
220
45
1,480
1,946
100
2,095

Proposed/Potential

Visitation

Park
Unit
Alcatraz
Aquatic Park
Fort Mason
Marina Green
Crissy Field
Fort Point
Baker Beach
Lands End
Cliff House
Ocean Beach
Fort Funston
Marin Headlands
Mount Tamalpais
Olema Valley
Point Reyes
aAssumes that
b Includes 250
C Parking

Modal Split Percent
Auto/Transit/Other

600
4,340
7,615
3,400
4,300
1,200
1,500
1,000
1,850
4,020
800
5,466
8,800
1,615
10,080

0/100/0
50/30/20
67/21 .5/11 .5
65/22 .5/12 .5
75/17 .5/7 .5
85/12/3
70/20/10
80/15/5
50/45/5
75/12 .5/12 .5
77/15/8
72/22/6
81/15/4
84/11/5
87/10/3

Parking
Spaces

Parking
(Deficit)
Surplus

Traffic
(cars)

Transit
(people)

0
(678)
(980) a1
500
(600)
(48)
0
230
45
(722)
146
335
(210)
0
225

0
678
1,594a,
700
1,000
318
330
250
290
942
164
1,230
2,125
400
2,370

600a
1,302
1,636
765
763
244
300
150
833
500
120
1,200
1,317
178
1,008

0
0
614
1,200
400
270
330
480
335
220
300
1,565 c
1,910
400
2,595

Alcatraz and Fort Baker ferry terminals are located at Fort Mason .
parking spaces for ferry users .

accessible at one time with Rodeo Valley closed to auto traffic .

Other
(people)
0
868
876
425
322
36
150
50
92
500
64
328
350
81
302

Available
Adjacent
Parkinq
315
315

146
1,265

Surplus parking in other areas of the park and overflow lots will be
connected by shuttle to special events areas .
If necessary,
overflow parking will be provided on lawn areas or along roadsides
on a few peak days each year . In the case of special events, a set
carrying capacity will not be exceeded by event crowds and two
large events will not be scheduled for the same day to minimize
parking and traffic congestion problems .
Exploring the possibility of constructing a multi-level parking
structure at the northern terminus of Van Ness Avenue could result
in significant alleviation of the northern waterfront parking deficit .
As the waterfront parks are developed and visitation rises, the
parking situation will continuously be reevaluated .
If parking
problems become apparent, parking options will be reassessed
before the following actions are implemented :
termination of military use of buildings at Fort Mason and
initiation of visitor use
opening of Haslett Warehouse as a maritime museum/information
center
development of Crissy Field
initiation of ferry service from Fort Mason to Alcatraz and Fort
Baker
extension of transit service west of Aquatic Park .
Parking deficits are also indicated for Ocean Beach and northern
Marin, but adjacent communities will not be affected . At Ocean
Beach a large amount of adjacent parking is available, and it will
more than compensate for the lack of parking space within the
boundary .
Proven parking deficits in northern Marin areas
eventually may be gradually alleviated through the development of
additional off-road parking facilities .
To as great an extent as
possible, additional off-road parking will not intrude visually on
roads or major trails and will be concentrated in major impact areas
such as Bear Valley and Five Brooks, with transportation to
surrounding areas provided by shuttle buses . As an interim step,
before adequate shuttle bus service is available, some additional
parking in northern Marin will be provided by dispersed roadside
parking .

Community Services and Utilities
The park will rely on surrounding communities for municipal
services such as water, power, waste removal, and fire control .
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TABLE 16 .

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
Approx . Amount of
Material (cubic yards)

Area

Structures to be Removed

Type of Material

Possible Disposal Methods

Alcatraz

Rubble piles (from 8
structures)
Nonhistoric buildings
(5)

Concrete
Steel

Landfill
Use on site
Offshore ocean dumping in
approved area

Aquatic Park

Road section
Nonhistoric buildings
(2)

Asphalt
Wood

Wood salvage
Use on site

Fort Mason

Road sections
Concrete foundations

Concrete
Asphalt

Use on site

Crissy Field

Temporary buildings
Concrete shoreline
revetment
Road sections

Concrete
Wood
Asphalt

Army to remove structures
in permit area

Fort Baker

Bulkhead
Temporary buildings
(23)

Concrete
Wood

Wood salvage
Landfill

Fort Barry
(Capehart)

Nonhistoric buildings
(33)

Wood

Army to remove structures

Temporary buildings
(15)

Wood
Concrete

Wood salvage
Landfill

500

Nonhistoric buildings
(2)
Parking lot

Concrete
Wood
Asphalt

Wood salvage
Landfill

200

Fort
Cronkhite
Muir Woods

10,000

2,400 (bulkhead)
350 (structures)

Total

13,450

Demands will not be excessive, and the National Park Service will
pay for services rendered .
Due to the isolation and large numbers
of buildings at Forts Barry and Cronkhite, the National Park
Service must provide its own structural fire protection in those
areas .
Water .
Water consumption within the park will increase as
visitation increases (see "Impacts on Water Resources" for water
demand rates and water sources) . Marin Municipal Water District
(MMWD) supplies water to Marin Headlands and Mount Tamalpais .
During drought years, the park will face the possibility of having a
reduced water supply or having the water supply to the park cut
off entirely if emergency conditions exist so that other customers
can be served .
A greater reliance on local water resources or
curtailment of park activities may result under such a situation .
Watersheds for the Stinson Beach County Water District and Muir
Beach Community Services District are almost wholly contained
within the boundary of the park . It is not anticipated that park
proposals will affect the potential of these watersheds to supply
water to the communities of Stinson Beach and Muir Beach . The
National Park Service will make every effort to cooperate with these
communities to ensure an adequate and dependable water supply .
These water districts supply park users at Muir Beach and Stinson
Beach as well as community residents . In the event of a drought
and insufficient water supply, the park will curtail use if necessary
so that residential demands can be met without adverse effects on
the communities .
Solid Waste Disposal .
Rubble
and
a
number
of
structures
(buildings, road sections, paved parking, and bulkheading) will be
removed from the park as a result of the plan . Waste material from
demolition will have to be disposed of, possibly in a community
landfill, or recycled for use on or off the site . The majority of the
solid waste will be generated on Alcatraz from the demolition of
nonhistoric structures and the removal of existing rubble piles .
Material from Fort Baker (bulkheading and temporary buildings),
Fort Cronkhite (temporary buildings), and Muir Woods (buildings
and parking lot) will also require disposal . Existing structures at
the Capehart housing area in Fort Barry and the Crissy Field
permit area will not be needed for park uses and will be removed
by the army before the areas are turned over to the National Park
Service ; therefore, the solid waste disposal requirements of these
actions have not been calculated .
Possible disposal methods for waste material are listed in table 16 .
At Fort Mason and Aquatic Park, all waste material can be either
used onsite as part of landscaping plans or salvaged . But in the
case of Alcatraz, large amounts of rubble and concrete foundations
need to be removed from the island . Disposal of the large quantity
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of material from Alcatraz will cause special problems because of
possible transport difficulties on both land and water .
Several
alternative disposal methods are being investigated, but traditional
disposal in an existing landfill appears to be the most feasible at
the present time .
However, a combination of disposal methods
including use onsite and disposal in either a landfill or offshore in
an approved ocean dumping area may be the final solution to the
waste problem .
Recycling, which would be preferable to disposal,
was investigated, but the desirability and need of the material for
control of shoreline erosion or for creation of bay marine habitat
appears to be limited at the present time .
A total of up to 14,000 cubic yards of material may be disposed in
area landfills . Material will be "clean" construction material, free of
hazardous wastes that could contaminate surrounding water or air .
Disposal in an existing local landfill, such as Mountain View landfill,
will reduce the capacity of the facility for community use by the
amount of material deposited, but otherwise community services and
residents will not be affected .
Fire Control .
Fire control within the park is provided by
municipal fire departments and by trained personnel at both Point
Reyes and Golden Gate .
As the number of visitors and park
activities increases, so will the potential for accidental fires
requiring suppression .
The prohibition of open fires and the
provision of charcoal braziers should limit fire potential within the
park, but fire-fighting services could be required periodically and
could temporarily strain resources of nearby fire departments .
Special precautions will be taken to prevent fire during special
events in the northern park areas, but stand-by fire control
service may occasionally be required for special event areas . All
fire suppression costs for fires initiating within the park will be
assumed by the National Park Service .

Other Impacts
Higher visitor use levels will increase the demand for commercial
services--food, lodging, and souvenirs--in surrounding areas as
well as increase vehicular and pedestrian traffic and crowding of
establishments .
Businesses in the surrounding areas will be
stimulated,
but
most are already tourist oriented and
may
experience little noticeable change .
This is especially true of
business along the San Francisco waterfront and in Sausalito .
Smaller towns such as Point Reyes Station, Olema, and Inverness
may experience some increased demands for visitor services, but
provision of a food service at Bear Valley will reduce the' potential
for change in these communities . The plan will not promote growth
or change growth patterns in any adjacent communities .
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Reserved rights of residency have been retained by a number of
landowners in Olema Valley and Point Reyes .
Increased use by
campers and hikers could result in an invasion of the privacy of
these residents .
Property owners in the Paradise Cay/Greenbrae Boardwalk vicinity
near the Larkspur ferry terminal have voiced complaints and drawn
up a legal suit stating that high wave action generated by ferry
operations at Larkspur has damaged their property and significantly
eroded the shoreline .
The high speeds of the ferries create
greater wave height and agitation in Corte Madera Bay, which in
turn produces more disturbance of the shore .
Increased use of
Larkspur by the addition of park-related ferries could potentially
contribute to this property damage .
Studies have determined
measures which will mitigate the effects of wave action from ferry
operation .
Hopefully these measures will be in effect before
park-related ferry operations are initiated .
If they are not, the
speed of park-related vessels will need to be regulated in order to
avoid any adverse effects on private property and residents .
Summary
The parks are not self-sufficient and must rely on surrounding
communities for parking, utilities, and municipal and visitor
services, but they will not unduly strain these services or
adversely change any community .
As the attractiveness of the
parks increases, so will traffic and congestion in surrounding
neighborhoods .
Some inconvenience to local residents is bound to
result even though the plan provides for a transit system and other
mitigating measures to reduce traffic problems .
IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES
Overall,
the
plan
provides
for
maximum
maintenance and
preservation of significant cultural resources and for adaptive uses
of historic structures that will not affect either their quality or
character .
Every historic structure in the park and the way it will
be managed to protect its historical value is listed in table 17 at the
end of this section .
All historic structures will either be
preserved,
adaptively used,
or restored in accordance with
applicable legislation ; none will be removed . All archeological sites
will be protected and preserved .
Preservation
Techniques to stabilize resources and arrest decay will assure the
long-term preservation of valuable historic resources and lengthen
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their
life
for visitor
use and scientific study .
Significant
structures on Alcatraz, the historic ships at Aquatic Park, batteries
throughout the park, and ranch out-buildings in Olema Valley and
Point Reyes will be preserved and maintained .
In some cases preservation techniques, such as stabilization, may
result in a change in the quality of a resource or in physical
damage .
For example, stabilization of the cell house on Alcatraz
might change the structure itself or damage the historic citadel
beneath the cell house .
Both are significant historic structures,
but the preservation of one may result in the loss of the historical
and structural integrity of the other .
A preliminary study
indicates that it may be possible to stabilize the main cell house and
citadel without major loss of either structure, but future structural
studies will be needed to determine the final proposal and its
impacts on the cell house/citadel complex .
Fortifications and batteries throughout the park will be preserved
by securing and "mothballing" for the time being, but the
structures will still continue to deteriorate as a result of the
weathering by the elements, visitor use, and vandalism .
If lagoon modifications or breakwater construction prove feasible,
the provision of calm mooring for the historic ships will greatly
lengthen their lives and reduce the amount of maintenance they
require, thus aiding in the preservation of the fleet .
Adaptive Use
Using historic structures whenever possible for traditional and new
uses will increase visitation to these structures and people's
appreciation of them .
Most of the habitable historic structures in
the park will be adaptively used . The majority of these structures
are old military quarters or ranch houses . While utilization and
maintenance will retard deterioration and reduce security problems,
some modifications of historic structures will be necessary to make
them suitable for park uses, safe for visitor occupancy, and free of
physical barriers for the handicapped .
These modifications may
result in the alteration of historic fabric or may introduce elements
that are out of character with the rest of the structure .
Most alterations to allow visitor use will be interior changes and will
not visibly alter exterior historic values .
In cases where the
interior as well as the exterior of a structure is significant,
alterations will be reversible in nature to minimize adverse effects .
For example, adaptation of the bathhouse building at Aquatic Park
to provide classrooms, laboratories, and meeting rooms may require
the use of temporary or movable partitions to minimize adverse
effects .
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Modifications to bring historic structures such as the Haslett
Warehouse up to structural earthquake standards will involve some
alteration of historic fabric .
The dramatic increase in use that will accompany adaptive
rehabilitation of most structures could increase the wear and tear
on historic fabric .
In the case of Battery Cavallo, use of the area
as a group campsite may disturb the earthworks of a post-Civil War
coastal defense structure .
Public education about cultural resource
values and the presence of park staff in adaptively used structures
should prevent destructive vandalism, but periodic maintenance of
structures will still be necessary .
Adaptation of a historic structure will, in some cases, also include
exterior restoration .
For example, the Cliff House, proposed for
adaptive use, will also be restored to its exterior 1909 appearance if
feasible .
This restoration will re-create the historic setting,
facilitate historical interpretation of the area, and preserve the
historic remains, as well as provide for adaptive use of the building
as a restaurant, information center, and gift shop .
Historic grounds, ruins, and landscape features will also be adapted
for recreational uses .
For example, the Sutro Baths ruins will be
preserved in a recreational park setting .
While park elements
(walkways, benches) could detract from the historical value of the
ruins, they will also allow long-term preservation of the ruins and
facilitate visitation .
Adaptive use of grounds areas (rifle range, parade grounds) will
allow the historic scene to be preserved, but in a new role as space
for recreational use .
For example, the rifle range maintained in
turf will appear much as it did historically, but the use of the area
for special events will be radically altered .
Restoration
Restoration or complete rehabilitation of a structure , or scene will
result in slight modifications of historic fabric when it has been
altered in the past or requires structural rehabilitation, but it will
greatly enhance the historical aspects of the area . Restoration of a
few key structures, the Point Reyes lighthouse, Fort Point, a few
fortifications, and the grounds of Sutro Heights Park, will heighten
the visual historical character of these areas and greatly aid
historical interpretation .
Removal
However, some
No removal of historic structures is planned .
historic structures may have to be removed in the future if they
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